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Eloghe per Flauto, Corno Inglese e Chitarra (1966)
   I. Andantino quieto
   II. Temp dio Saltarello
   III. Lento- Elegiaco
   IV. Girottando

Maria Castelnuovo-Tedesco
(1895-1968)

Nairobi, la nuit pour bassoon & percussion (1999)

Alexandre Ouzounoff
(b. 1955)

----INTERMISSION----

Niggun pour basson (1995)

Philippe Hersant
(b. 1948)

Concertpiece (1825)

Mikahil Glinka/ Arr. M. Kostlak
(1804-1857)

Flight of the Fly (2008)

Jacoob do Bandolim/Paul Hanson
Arr. Ryan Cerullo
(1918-1969)
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